TYPE: BAR PEELER

MFG: Kieserling

AGE: 1991

MODEL: WDHE 80

CAPACITY: 25mm to 83mm (entry) diameter bars x 2.4 to 6.5M long

PREVIOUS USE: 4140, 4340, Spring steel and carbon grades

CUTTER SPEED: 550 to 3300rpm spindle – two speed gearbox 1750/3300rpm

FEED RATE: 2 to 20M/min

MOTORS: 100kw – DC main motor, and 24kw DC feed motor

EQUIPMENT:
ENTRY TABLE
FEED TABLE
POWERED FEED ROLLS
CUTTERHEADS – compensating type – changes size while running
DISCHARGE CARRIAGE
MOTORIZED CARRIAGE RETURN
EXIT TABLE
CHIP CONVEYOR
CONTROL PULPIT
CONTROLS
COOLANT PUMP AND TANK
HYDRAULIC PUMP TANK & MOTOR

WEIGHT: 25 tons approximate

DIMENSIONS: 50' L. X 10' W. X 7' H. approximate

CONDITION: Good